The movement of a population through space can have profound impacts on its evolution, as observed theoretically, experimentally, and clinically. Furthermore, it has been observed that mutants emerging at the spreading front develop higher frequencies in the population than their counterparts further from the front. Here we use fundamental arguments from population genetics regarding expected time scales of beneficial mutant establishment and fixation in a population undergoing range expansion to characterize the degree of clonal interference expected in various regions while the population is migrating. By quantifying the degree of clonal interference along the wave front of a population undergoing range expansion using a measure we term the 'Clonal Interference Index', we show that evolution is increasingly mutation-limited toward the wave tip. In addition, we predict that the degree of clonal interference varies non-monotonically with respect to position along the wave front. The work presented here extends a powerful framework in population genetics to a canonical physical model of range expansion, which we hope allows for continued development of these models in both fields.
Introduction mutation and displays clonal interference, or interactions between mutants while they fix. We achieve this by 29 considering a stochastic Fisher wave with mutation describing such a population. We then quantify the likelihood 30 of clonal interference by applying classical arguments regarding the population dynamics of beneficial mutations 31 within the sub-population at each position using our Clonal Interference Index. Ultimately, we seek to build a global 32 picture of evolutionary regime and the resulting clonal interference over range expansion space. 33 Box 1: Range Expansion Dynamics
Fisher equation: 1D reaction-diffusion
where,
• u(x, t) is the density of traveling particles as a function of position, x and time, t
• D is the diffusion constant
• r is the reaction rate and at a given time r and D alter the wave profile in the following way respectively: Results 35 We begin by considering a deterministic description for reaction-diffusion of a bacterial population in one dimension 36 (Box 1). Given an average growth rate of r and a maximum diffusion constant D 0 , we find that the maximum distance 37 diffused within a generation is D 0 /r. We rescale position x by this distance to define a dimensionless position 38 variablex = x r/D 0 . Population density b(x, t) is scaled by its carrying capacity K:b = b/K, and the diffusion 39 constant D by D 0 , the maximum diffusion constant:D = D/D 0 22 . Hereafter, we refer to these dimensionless 40 parameters and variables without the tildes for notational convenience. We thus obtain the familiar Fisher's equation:
for change in population density with respect to time and position. With this description of 42 range expansion we can introduce a beneficial mutation that arises with rate U b and selective advantage α ≡ r m /r w ,
43
where r w is the average wild-type growth rate and r m is the average mutant growth rate. Noting that at early times 44 in a mutant's life and at small population sizes stochastic effects dominate, we have spatio-temporal dynamics for 45 the wild-type (b) and mutant (b m ):
where η(x, t) and η m (x, t) are Itô white noises satisfying η( where σ, which we set to 2, determines the shape of this packet 22 . We additionally set r w = 0.1 and N = 1 × 10 7 .
56
Simulating this one mutant reaction-diffusion system forward through time using an Euler-Maruyama scheme 57 ( Figure 1 ) reveals that at a given time before fixation throughout the wave front, the highest mutant frequency is 58 seen at the very wave tip, while the highest absolute density is seen at a a position further away from the tip, with 59 diminishing mutant density behind this point. This pattern likely reflects the balance between mutational supply of 60 a larger population away from the wave tip and enhanced stochastic effects toward the wave tip 8 .
61
We additionally measured the time for 'local fixation' at each position along the wave front. The wave front 62 was defined by the initial wild-type wave profile which remains unchanged in the frame of reference traveling at 63 the average velocity of the wave in the absence of mutants. Here, we introduce the concept of a 'deme', by which 64 we examine a subpopulation of the wave along a length. In this way we conceptualize the cell in the context of 65
Equations (2), (3), as a discrete number of individuals.
66
The number of individuals that define a deme of length L << 1 centered at a given position x with carrying 67 capacity K as before is
The average initial wave front profile, b i (x), then satisfies the 68 following equation:
and is defined for all x where
and otherwise is 0. The length of the wave front, L f , is then defined by the maximum x for which b i is defined 71 as in Equations (4), (5). v is the average velocity of the wave front (2 √ Dr w ), as in the classic result for a Fisher satisfies a backward Kolmogrov equation,
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Box 2: Population Genetics
Beneficial mutations in a well-mixed population :
For a large asexual population with fixed size N , and finite alleles conferring fitness advantage s, mutated between at rate U b .
The average time for a single mutant that does not go extinct to fix on average, τ f ix , is:
The average time for a mutant to arise and survive, τ est , is
Dynamical regimes of beneficial mutations:
When τ est >> τ f ix beneficial mutations fix 'one at a time' and at t ≥ τ f ix the population is (on average) isogenic.
Generations Genotypic frequency 1 2
This regime is also known as the strong selection weak mutation (SSWM) regime, to highlight the relative strength of selection and mutation compared to each and other and N .
When mutants arise frequently enough relative to the fixation time to interfere with each other, or τ est < τ f ix . When τ f ix is sufficiently larger than τ est , the population is expected to always be polygenic, often termed the weak selection, strong mutation (WSSM) regime. When they are comparable, clones experience competition as they fix, termed strong selection strong mutation (SSSM) 17, 18, 31 . 116 and saturates at ∼ r m in the far reaches of the wave tip 117 Equations of the same form as Equation (6) classically have been used to describe a branching random walk 15, 21 .
Generations

118
That it describes the survival probability of single beneficial mutant as a function of position is discussed further in 119 the Methods section.
120
We use Equation (6) to estimate the average establishment time, τ est , of a mutant with respect to position 121 along wave front x f as before. Given that mutants appear in the population at average rate U b ,
at a given x f .
124
To find the average 'local' fixation time of a mutant that does not go extinct, we turn our attention again to the 125 wave front. A mutant arising in the wave front that does not go extinct will fix within its deme by diffusing from its 126 initial position in the frame of the wild-type wave to the wave tip where there are no wild-type individuals within 127 its deme, a distance L f − x f . It will then fix at x f where it arose by surpassing the wild type wave front by an 128 additional distance L f − x f (See Methods). We thus obtain: To quantify the eco-evolutionary regime defined by the relative fixation and establishment times of a beneficial the time for mutant establishment, resulting in a lower likelihood of clonal interference within a deme. Additionally, model mutation rate predictably alters clonal interference index at a given deme size ( Figure 2C ). Specifically, with 147 a given (sufficiently high) α, the lower the U b , the larger the portion of the wave with a low CII corresponding to 148 the SSWM regime. As a result of the structure of the expression used to estimate average establishment time, x f 149 with maximum CII is 0 < x f < L f 17 . Subsequently, we predict clonal interference is maximized at some position 150 between between the onset of the wave front and wave tip. This reflects the optimization of surfing probability and
That CII is generally lower toward the front of the wave for a given deme size suggests that the same local 153 eco-evolutionary characteristics at the wave tip that yield the increased global fixation probabilities previously 154 observed give rise to mutation-limited dynamics when multiple mutations are allowed to occur 1, 15 . In accordance 155 with this observation, the eco-evolutionary dynamics that cause mutant fixation probability to decay away from the 156 tip give rise to increased clonal interference ( Figure 2B ). 
If we imagine a mutant at time t and position x f , the probability ρ(x f , t|X f , T ) of finding the mutant at some 174 short time later, T and some slightly different position X f can be substituted into Equation (10) by assuming
To find the probability of fixation u(x f ) for a mutant arising from X f we note the following:
as u essentially denotes the survival probability after a long time. Substituting Equation (11) into the time derivative of (12), and integrating we obtain:
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Following Lehe et al., we apply a u 2 correction term to obtain Equation (6) which yields a saturation of the 180 mutant probability at r m in the critical branching process limit. This heuristic analysis is a useful intuitive framework 181 for the mutant fixation probability and more formally approximates the fixation probability as a solution of a 182 continuous backward Kolmogrov equation, the derivation of which can be found in standard texts, and has been 183 previously applied for approximating mutant surfing probabilities 8, 15 .
184
Mutant fixation time 185 For the wild type wave profile in the moving frame, we note that a mutant arising in the wave front takes over the 186 population upon surviving long enough to outpace the wild type wave front. Conditional on this survival, we note 187 that for a wave front of constant length L f defined as in the Results section and mutant arising at x f , the difference 188 L f − x f is the distance the mutant must travel along the wave front where the wild-type population is decayed 189 below 1 and the mutant population has fixed within its deme.
190
In the frame of the wave front, 'local' fixation is defined as occurring when the mutant fixes at the position x f 191 where it arose. This occurs once the mutant outpaces the wild type wave front and travels and additional distance 192 L f − x f in the wild type frame, so that x f is occupied by the fixing mutant front, and the wild type front has 193 now decayed below 1 here as well. Given the fixing mutant in the moving frame as velocity v m f and must travel a
We note the deterministic velocity of the mutant wave front in the frame traveling v m f is
from the average deterministic velocity of a Fisher wave. Thus, we obtain Equation (7),
